In view of the shortcomings of poor reliability and low efficiency in traditional workpiece sorting, a robot auto-sorting system based on machine vision is proposed in this paper. The system is mainly composed of vision unit, workpiece transport unit, robot unit, controller unit and servo drive unit. By analyzing the hardware and software algorithm of machine vision system, the PC and PLC are selected as controllers. Asynchronous motor is used as a power device for workpieces transmission, and pneumatic robot is used as sorting device. The experiment shows that the system can quickly and accurately identify workpiece and complete the assigned sorting.
INTRODUCTION
The sorting of the workpiece is a very important component of many industrial production, and its speed will directly affect the efficiency of the whole production line. In the past, due to the restriction of technical conditions, the sorting of workpieces was mainly done manually, which not only led to low efficiency, but also affected the quality of products. Moreover, sometimes the manual sorting could cause harm to workers' life and safety . In recent years, with the improvement of the economic level, robots are becoming more and more widely used in industrial production lines, and the modernization and automation of production have been improved. It has been proved that the robot used for automatic sorting of workpieces not only improves the efficiency of workpiece sorting, but also ensures the quality of sorting and improves the market competitiveness of products. However, these automated sorting techniques do not make use of machine vision technology, but only uses robot teaching or off-line programming, which can only achieve the sorting of fixed action [1] . This method has strict requirements for the placement of workpieces, so there will be many mistakes while sorting the workpieces that are cluttered or placed, which can't effectively complete the work and restrict the use occasion. Machine vision is an advanced sensor technology that simulates human visual function by means of video technology and computer graphics analysis technology. It has been widely used in electronics, aerospace, automobile production and biopharmaceutical fields. The application of machine vision technology in workpiece sorting can make the robot have similar visual function of human eye, so as to realize the recognition and sorting of any placed workpiece, which can greatly improve the efficiency and accuracy of sorting, and improve the quality of products
THE COMPOSITION OF AUTO-SORTING SYSTEM
The auto-sorting system is mainly composed of machine vision unit, material transport unit, robot unit, controller unit and servo drive unit. The structure is shown in Figure 1 . The vision system is composed of light source and camera, which is controlled by PC and PLC. The transport unit consists of three-phase asynchronous motor, reducer and conveyor belt. This robot has three degrees of freedom, which is controlled by PLC. The working process of the system is as follows. First, the photoelectric sensor is used to detect the material in the hopper. If a workpiece is found by detecting, the pneumatic cylinder will pushes the workpiece out into the conveyor belt. At the same time, the three phase asynchronous motor is controlled by PLC to transmit the object. A fixed camera is used for image acquisition. The information is transmitted to the PC machine, which is analyzed and matched to the template to identify the shape and color of the workpiece, then the result is transmitted to the PLC to control the robot complete workpiece sorting to the corresponding position .
MACHINE VISION

Calibration of camera
In order to realize the automatic identification and sorting function of the material, the camera must be calibrated. This system uses a relatively fixed camera, when calibrating, the correspondence relation between the pixel position of the camera image and the location of the 3D scene must be established, which is determined by the camera imaging model and its parameters. The internal and external parameters of camera are obtained by experiment and calculation, the solving process is camera calibration. The distortion of the lens can be corrected by calibrating. The relationship between the camera coordinates and the world coordinates is available as equation 1.
(1)
Where the R3 x 3 is the rotation matrix of camera, and T3 x 1 is the translation matrix. The two matrixes for the camera are external parameters. There are two methods for camera calibration, that is, the method of using the calibration object and the self-calibration method. The selfcalibration method mainly uses the constraint of camera motion to calibrate the camera through PC PLC frequency converter pneumatic valve transport apparatus robot position sensor CCD Camera the parallel or orthogonal information in the scene. At present, many calibration methods have been adopted, such as the traditional linear model camera calibration method proposed by Fangeras [2] , the two step calibration method based on radial constraint proposed by Tsai [3] , and the method using two-dimensional planar target proposed by Zhang Z.Y [4] . Compared with the first two methods, the third method only need to photograph the same plane target in more than two different directions. The position of the camera and target can be moved freely. It is assumed that the internal parameters of the camera remain unchanged in calibration, and only the external parameters are changed. the Zhangzhengyou calibration method is easy to operate, the state of the environment requires low and the calibration accuracy is relatively high, therefore this system adopts the Zhangzhengyou calibration method for camera calibration.
Image preprocessing
The role of image preprocessing is mainly to improve the SNR of image data and suppress background noise, which aims to alleviate the pressure of subsequent image processing. Image preprocessing directly affects the extraction of the edge, area, curvature, angle and center of mass of the mechanical workpiece. Image preprocessing mainly includes image grayscale, denoising and strengthening, etc. Because the industrial production environment is often influenced by light intensity, air floating and dust around the lens, the collected images often contain noise. The image preprocessing of the system is to remove the image noise and get a clear image, which is beneficial to the extraction of correct image features in the subsequent processing.
Feature recognition
To the recognizing and classifying parts, the extraction of features has a great influence. The edge information is one of the most important features of the image, which has good adaptability to the illumination and other noise. The system uses the edge as the feature of the image, and the template matching based on the edge features also reduces the amount of data needed to be processed by the computer. The effect of edge extraction is directly related to the process of classification and recognition in the subsequent image processing. Common edge extraction methods include Roberts operator, Prewitt operator, Log operator and Canny operator. The Canny operator has been widely used in engineering applications because of its good signal to noise ratio, high detection precision and good anti-noise effect. This system uses the edge extraction method of Canny operator to extract the outline of the workpiece, and uses the template matching method to identify the categories of the workpieces.
ROBOT MECHANISM
The sorting mechanism adopts the three coordinate pneumatic robot mechanism which is made by Zhejiang Tianhuang Science & Technology Industrial CO., LTD. of China. The robot system mainly consists of rotating rotary cylinder, lifting cylinder, clamping cylinder, pneumatic control throttle valve, position sensor and bracket. The actuated actions include mechanical rotation, up and down motion and tightness movement during the clamping process. These actions processes are controlled by two-way electronic valves, which are controlled by PLC. A magnetic sensor is used for the detection and feedback of the position. The structure of the pneumatic robot is shown in Figure 2 . 
EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUSION
This system uses machine vision technology to control the sorting of the workpiece. The experiment show that, compared with traditional sorting, the system can not only realize sorting automation, but also intelligently identify the categories of workpieces, and achieve the sorting of jobs in disorder. Moreover, the system can detect the defects of workpieces and sort them out.
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